
FTC Machine 

Learning



Setting Up

✘ To use, you need an FIRST Dashboard account
○ Needs to be on a team roster

✘ Students* have to be added to the team before being able to use 
the ML software

✘ To add students - Coach goes to https://ftc-scoring.firstinspires.org 
and, under the “Users” tab, adds a new team member using the 
students email address

✘ Go to  https://ftc-ml.firstinspires.org

✘ *Students will not be able to upload video to the ML workspace

https://ftc-scoring.firstinspires.org
https://ftc-ml.firstinspires.org


TSE Design Tips

✘ Have contrasting elements
○ i.e. multiple colors, stripes, patterns

✘ Use a bright color

✘ Reminder of size constraints:
○ Min - 3”x3”x4”
○ Max - 4”x4”x8”



Video

✘ For best results:
○ Record with the same camera in the same position it will be 

during autonomous
○ Record with TSE in different positions, and with different 

backgrounds and lighting conditions if possible
○ Include shots that don’t contain a TSE

*it is easier to complete the next step if, instead of taking a continuous video 
while moving the TSE, you take small snippets (< 1 second) of video, pause, move 
the TSE, and continue recording



Selecting Your TSE

✘ Open your video(s) and, starting with frame 1, draw the bounding 
box around your TSE, and label it. 
○ BE SURE TO LABEL IT EXACTLY THE SAME FOR EVERY FRAME

✘ After labeling a few frames,, click “Start Tracking,” and let the 
program automatically select the TSE until a new scene appears. 

✘ For each new scene, you must manually label a few frames before 
being allowed to start tracking



Producing Datasets

✘ Once all videos have been labeled, select your videos on the main 
“Videos” tab

✘ Click “Produce Dataset”
○ It is not recommended to change the 80%/20% ratio of 

training/evaluation frames
✘ In the “Datasets” tab, check the labels listed for misspellings

○ If there is a misspelling, find the frame(s) and fix it, then create a 
new dataset



Training the Model

✘ Select the dataset(s) you wish to use
○ If you are using multiple datasets, the labels must be IDENTICAL
○ Click “Start Training”

✘ Model -The default, recommending model is “SSD MobileNet v2 
320x320”

✘ Steps -  Changing the number of training steps changes the 
number of epochs, a full cycle of the training data, completed
○ It is recommended to complete at least 100 epochs
○ Keep the # of steps as a multiple of 100

■ The model only saves every 100 steps



Training Your Model cont.

✘ Time -  Each team has a set number of minutes to train models. 
Don’t use it all the first training session
○ Using the default model, roughly 3,000 steps are completed 

every 60 minutes

✘ The model ends training after completing the specified # of steps 
OR after using the specified training time, whichever comes first
○ If the steps are completed, whatever remaining time there was 

is given back to you



Programming with your Model

✘ Select and download your model
✘ Go to “Manage”, scroll down to  “Upload TensorFlow Lite Model File” 

button, select the model, and click upload
✘ OnBot -  create program with the sample as one of the following:

○ ConceptTensorFlowObjectDetection - for a phone camera
○ ConceptTensorFlowObjectDetectionSwitchableCameras - to be 

able to switch between cameras
○ ConceptTensorFlowObjectDetectionWebcam - for a webcam

✘ Blocks - create program with the sample 
ConceptTensorFlowObjectDetectionCustomModel



Programming Blocks

✘ If using a webcam, 
disable the first block by 
right clicking on the 
block and selecting 
disable

✘ Then enable the second 
by right clicking on the 
block and selecting 
enable



✘ Make sure that the right 
webcam is selected
○ Only needed if the 

webcam configuration 
has been changed from 
the default

Programming Blocks Cont.



Change the 
tfliteModelFilename to 
the name of the file 
just uploaded under 
the “Manage” tab

Programming Blocks Cont.



✘ Replace the label “ball” with 
whatever label was used 
during training
○ Spelling must be the same
○ If multiple labels were 

used, click on the blue gear 
and add more items under 
the list for each additional 
label

Programming Blocks Cont.



✘ The minimumConfidence is 
the lowest threshold 
confidence level needed for 
the model to identify an 
object

✘ Lower values will result in 
more false positive 
identifications, and higher 
values will result in more 
false negatives

Programming Blocks Cont.



✘ The magnification relates to the 
amount ignored space on the 
border of each frame

✘ Higher magnification values 
mean the robot “sees” a smaller 
image

✘ I used a value of 1, so that the 
robot could see 2 of the 3 
squares at a time

Programming Blocks Cont.



The blocks code is a 
bit simpler, so if your 
team is using OnBot it 
might be easiest to 
create the model in 
blocks and copy the 
java code to an 
OnBot program

Programming Blocks Cont.



Change the 
highlighted text to the 
name of the file just 
uploaded under the 
“Manage” tab

Programming OnBot 



✘ Replace the labels 
with whatever 
label(s) was used 
during training
○ Spelling must 

be the same

Programming OnBotCont.



Programming OnBotCont.



Either obtain a 
Vuforia Key, using the 
instructions, or delete 
the text in quotations 
so that

Vuforia_Key = “”;

Programming OnBotCont.



✘ Make sure that 
the camera 
name is correct 
(if using 
webcam)

Programming OnBotCont.



✘ The minResultConfidence is 
the lowest threshold 
confidence level needed for 
the model to identify an 
object

✘ Lower values will result in 
more false positive 
identifications, and higher 
values will result in more 
false negatives

Programming OnBotCont.



✘ The first value (2.5) is the 
magnification, while the second 
(16.0/9.0) is the aspect ratio

✘ The magnification relates to the 
amount ignored space on the 
border of each frame

✘ Higher magnification values mean 
the robot “sees” a smaller image

✘ I used a value of 1, so that the robot 
could see 2 of the 3 squares at a 
time

Programming OnBotCont.



Results

✘ The data shown can be changed
✘ getLeft(), getRight(), getTop(), 

getBottom(), getWidth(), 
getHeight(), and more are all 
methods that can be used on 
Recognitions (an identified 
object)



Finding the Recognition Blocks

Utilities -> 
TensorFlow Object 
Detection -> 
Recognition



Showing Different Data



Possible ways to actually use the TFOD identification

✘ I use the left side of the boundary box detected in my program
○ The robot is positioned so that the webcam can see 2 of the 3 

squares the TSE might be placed on
○ If the TSE is not identified, it is the 3rd square
○ If the TSE left side is > 400 (pixels from the left edge of the 

image), then it is the 2nd square
○ Otherwise it is on the 1st square

✘ I also repeat the above conditional 100 times, as it often takes a half 
second to identify the TSE

✘ You could also move the robot to see all 3 squares, or use a different 
edge or method to identify the position of the TSE



Helpful Resources

FTC ML Github: https://github.com/FIRST-Tech-Challenge/fmltc 

User manual: 
https://storage.googleapis.com/ftc-ml-firstinspires-prod/docs/ftc-ml_
manual_2021.pdf 

https://github.com/FIRST-Tech-Challenge/fmltc
https://storage.googleapis.com/ftc-ml-firstinspires-prod/docs/ftc-ml_manual_2021.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/ftc-ml-firstinspires-prod/docs/ftc-ml_manual_2021.pdf

